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The Modern Invention of Information: Discourse, History, and PowerSouthern Illinois University Press, 2001
If we look in the Oxford English Dictionary under the term “information,” we will be struck by the impression that its use as a substantive, as a synonym for fact or for knowledge, is relatively new. Until very recently, “information” had the sense of imparting knowledge (in the sense of telling someone something) or of...
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Principles of CybercrimeCambridge University Press, 2010

	We live in a digital age. The proliferation of digital technology, and the convergence of computing and communication devices, has transformed the way in which we socialise and do business. While overwhelmingly positive, there has also been a dark side to these developments. Proving the maxim that crime follows opportunity, virtually every...
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Video Over IP, Second Edition: IPTV, Internet Video, H.264, P2P, Web TV, and Streaming: A Complete Guide to Understanding the TechnologyFocal Press, 2008
"I find this book among the better ones, for its systematic approach and clarity of the text...The "Video over IP" book is highly recommended for all practising broadcast engineers."- EBU Techincal Review 

?...here is a guide that gives you everything you need to know to find the best solution for your application.? ?...
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Lighting Up: The Rise of Social Smoking on College CampusesNew York University, 2015

	While the past 40 years have seen significant declines in adult smoking, this is not the case among young adults, who have the highest prevalence of smoking of all other age groups. At a time when just about everyone knows that smoking is bad for you, why do so many college students smoke? Is it a short lived phase or do they continue...
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HIV, Resurgent Infections and Population Change in Africa (International Studies in Population)Springer, 2007

	Forty years ago, the age-old battle against infectious diseases as a major threat to human health was believed close to being won. However, by the late twentieth century, the increase of emerging and reemerging infectious diseases was evident in both low and high income countries. About 30 new infectious diseases have been identified in the...
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Political Trials in an Age of Revolutions: Britain and the North Atlantic, 1793?1848 (Palgrave Histories of Policing, Punishment and Justice)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This collection provides new insights into the ’Age of Revolutions’, focussing on state trials for treason and sedition, and expands the sophisticated discussion that has marked the historiography of that period by examining political trials in Britain and the north Atlantic world from the 1790s and into the...
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From Object-Orientation to Formal Methods: Essays in Memory of Ole-Johan Dahl (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book is dedicated to the memory of Ole-Johan Dahl who passed away in June 2002 at the age of 70, shortly after he had received, together with his colleague Kristen Nygaard, the ACM Alan M. Turing Award:
"For ideas fundamental to the emergence of object-oriented programming, through their design of the programming languages Simula I...
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Anarchy Alive!: Anti-Authoritarian Politics from Practice to TheoryPluto Press, 2007

	Anarchist politics are at the heart of today’s most vibrant and radical social movements. From squatted social centres and community gardens to acts of sabotage and raucous summit blockades, anarchist groups and networks are spreading an ethos of direct action, non-hierarchical organizing and self-liberation that has redefined...
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Instant GIMP StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Image manipulation is being used by professionals all over the world. Beautiful pictures can be achieved by combining technology with art. GIMP. the GNU Image Manipulation Program, makes them accessible to everyone. GIMP is. With it, anyone can express their emotional and intellectual capability in a new dimension.


	"Instant...
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Lead with a Story: A Guide to Crafting Business Narratives That Captivate, Convince, and InspireAMACOM, 2012

	Storytelling has come of age in the business world. Today, many of the most successful companies use storytelling as a leadership tool. At Nike, all senior executives are designated "corporate storytellers." 3M banned bullet points years ago and replaced them with a process of writing "strategic narratives." Procter &...
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GPU Computing Gems Emerald Edition (Applications of GPU Computing Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	We are entering the golden age of GPU computing. Since the introduction of CUDA in 2007, more
	than 100 million computers with CUDA-capable GPUs have been shipped to end users. Unlike the
	previous GPGPU shader programming models, CUDA supports parallel programming in C. From my
	own experience in teaching CUDA programming, C programmers...
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Making Games with Python & PygameCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	Making Games with Python & Pygame is a programming book that covers the Pygame game library for the Python programming language. Each chapter gives you the complete source code for a new game and teaches the programming concepts from these examples. The book is available under a Creative Commons license and can be downloaded in full for...
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